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Abstract 
Sentiment Analysis is an area of study within Natural Language Processing that is concerned with identifying the mood or opinion 
of subjective elements within a text. This paper focuses on the various methods used for classifying a given piece of natural 
language text according to the opinions expressed in it i.e. whether the general attitude is negative or positive. We also discuss the 
two-step method (aspect classification followed by polarity classification) that we followed along with the experimental setup. 
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1. Introduction 
This paper focuses on the various methods of classifying a given piece of natural language text according to the 
opinions expressed in it. We will be discussing the lexical approach, variants to lexical approach and the machine 
learning approach in section 3, the proposed system for classification of customer reviews in section 4 and the 
experimental setup with observations in section 5. 
2. Related Work 
The two main areas of research in sentiment classification are lexical and machine learning approaches. 
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For the lexical approach, a dictionary is prepared to store the polarity values of lexicons. For calculating polarity 
of a text, polarity score of each word of the text, if present in the dictionary, is added to get an ‘overall polarity score’. 
For example, if a lexicon matches a word marked as positive in the dictionary, then the total polarity score of the text 
is increased. If the overall polarity score of a text is positive, then that text is classified as positive, otherwise it is 
classified as negative. Though this approach seems very basic, variants of this lexical approach have been reported to 
have considerably high accuracy13.  
Since the polarity of the text depends on the score given to each lexicon, there has been a large volume of work 
dedicated to discovering which lexical information is most efficient. Hatzivassiloglou and Wiebe1 reported accuracy 
of over 80% using hand tagged lexicons comprising solely of adjectives to evaluate the subjectivity of the sentence. 
Kennedy and Inkpen2 however, utilizing the same methodology, reported a much lower accuracy rate of about 62% 
on a dataset composed of movie reviews. Turney3 determined the polarity of words using an Internet search engine. 
Turney3 performed two AltaVista search engine queries: one with a target word along with the word `good', and a 
second with the target word with the word `bad'. The polarity of the target word was determined by the search result 
that returned the most hits. This approach resulted in accuracy of 65%. 
Kamps et al.4 and Andreevskaia et al.5 used the WordNet database to determine the polarity of words. They 
compared a target word to two pivot words (usually `good' and `bad') to find the minimum path distance between the 
target word and the pivot words in the WordNet hierarchy. The minimum path distance was converted to an 
incremental score and this value was stored with the word in the dictionary. The reported accuracy level of this 
approach was 64%6.  
Turney and Littman on the other hand mapped the semantic association between the target word and each word 
from the selected set of positive and negative words to a real number. By subtracting a word's association strength to 
a set of negative words from its association strength to a set of positive words, an accuracy rate of 82% was achieved. 
For the machine learning approach, a series of feature vectors are chosen and a collection of tagged corpora is used 
to prepare a model. The model can then be used to classify an untagged corpus of text. In machine learning approach, 
the selection of features is crucial to the success rate of the classification. Most commonly, a variety of unigrams 
(single words from a document) or n-grams (two or more words from a document in sequential order) are chosen as 
feature vectors.  
Most commonly employed classification techniques of machine learning are Support Vector Machines (SVMs), 
Naive Bayes and Maximum Entropy algorithm. The accuracy results for these algorithms greatly depends on the 
features selected8. 
3. Methods 
3.1. Lexical Method 
Thelexical approach begins with the preprocessing of the text to be analyzed. The total score is initialized to zero. 
Then it is checked if the lexicon is present in the dictionary of words and if present whether it is positive or negative 
and the score is updated accordingly. The final score will thus classify the text as positive or negative. 
Some variants of the lexical approach are: 
3.1.1. Baseline Approach:  
Here the dictionary is limited to a number of positively and negatively tagged words. 
3.1.2. Stemming: 
It basically means getting rid of prefixes and suffixes. Algorithm strips off the prefixes and suffixes like ‘watching’ 
and ‘watched’ becomes ‘watch’. So every word is stemmed before working with it. 
Example: “I really liked this movie” will be changed to “I really like this movie” 
3.1.3. Part of Speech Tagging: 
In the corpus linguistics, part-of-speech tagging (POS tagging or POST), also called grammatical tagging is the 
process of marking a word in a text (corpus) as corresponding to a particular part of speech, based on both its definition, 
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as well as its context—i.e. relationship with adjacent and related words in a phrase, sentence or a paragraph. It has 
been found that certain parts of speech such as adjectives and adverbs express polarity more often. 
3.1.4. WordNet: 
WordNet groups English words into sets of synonyms called synsets and provides short, general definitions, and 
records the various semantic relations between these synonym sets. 
It distinguishes between nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs because they follow different grammatical rules-it 
does not include prepositions, determiners etc. This may be very helpful because it can tell us, which words are 
adjectives like ‘great’, ‘amazing’, ‘wonderful’, which are very useful in sentiment analysis. Also we can find 
synonyms for all words. For example if you encounter the word ‘wonderful’ then you can use information about 
synonyms of ‘wonderful’ to get better results in classifying the sentence as positive or negative. 
3.1.5. N-grams: 
Instead of considering each word by itself consecutive words in order can be considered to find out common phrases. 
These normal sequences of words are called n-grams. If you keep a track of longer phrases as well then it will give 
better results. In the example given below ‘knock your socks off’ or only ‘socks off’ is indicative of a good review. 
Example: “This movie will knock your socks off” 
3.1.6. Conjunction Rules: 
The main purpose of applying conjunction rules is to extract the precise meaning or expression from a given 
sentence using grammar rules. Generally, a sentence only expresses one opinion orientation unless there is some 
conjunctions such as ‘but’, ‘although’, ‘however’, ‘while’ that changes the direction of the sentence. Conjunction rules 
explanations are shown as below: 
1. Although (Phrase A), (Phrase B). 
E.g. Although this camera is nice, sadly it has short battery life. 
In this case, phrase A can be cut off, and phrase B can be used for sentiment identification. 
2. (Phrase A), but (Phrase B).  
E.g. The camera appearance is not beautiful, but very durable. 
In this case, phrase A can be cut off, and phrase B can be used for sentiment identification. 
3. Although (Phrase A), (Phrase B), but (Phrase C). 
E.g. Although this camera is nice, too bad it has short battery life, but I still like it. 
In this case, phrase A and B can be cut off, and phrase C can be used for sentiment identification. 
By applying conjunction rules, the sentences become more logical and clear-cut. Hemnaath and Low6 proved that 
application of conjunction rules, increases the accuracy of sentiment analysis by approximately 5%. 
3.1.7. Stop Words: 
Stop words are usually the non-semantic words like articles, prepositions, conjunctions and pronouns. Articles such 
as ‘a’ and ‘the’ and pronouns such as ‘he,’ ‘they,’ and ‘I’ provide little or no information about sentiment. 
In computing, stop words are words, which are filtered out prior to, or after, processing of natural language data 
(text). We can get a list of such words from the Internet and use it as a pre-processing step to get rid of such words 
because we know that they do not hold any information. They basically just confuse the classifier and introduce 
problems. 
3.1.8. Negation method: 
A negation word, such as ‘not’ inverts the evaluative value of an affective word. For example, ‘not good’ is similar 
to saying ‘bad’. By using a technique proposed by Das and Chen9, a tag ‘NOT_’ can be added to every adjective 
between the negation word and the first punctuation mark following the negation word. Ex: ‘I do not like this movie’ 
becomes ‘I do NOT_like this movie’. In unigrams, the value of ‘like’ is positive, but there is a negation word ‘not’, 
therefore a ‘NOT’ is replaced and joined with the consequent word. As a result, ‘NOT_like’ can affect the value of 
the word and hence the polarity of the entire sentence. 
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3.2. Machine Learning Methods 
The basic model for the creation of the feature vectors can be as follows: 
1. Apply a POS tagger to each example in the training dataset. 
2. Collect all of the adjectives/adverbs for each example. 
3. Make a popular word set composed of the top N adjectives and adverbs. 
4. Use this popular word set to create the feature vector for each example in test dataset. 
3.2.1. Support Vector Machines (SVM): 
A standard SVM takes a set of input data and predicts, for each given input, which of the possible classes forms the 
output. When given a set of training examples, each marked as belonging to a particular category, an SVM training 
algorithm builds a model that can be used to allocate new examples into a category. An SVM model is a representation 
of the examples as points in space, mapped such that the members of the separate categories are divided by a gap as 
wide as possible. New examples are then mapped into that same space and predicted to belong to one of the categories 
based on which side of the gap they fall in. 
Defining more formally, a support vector machine constructs a hyperplane or a set of hyperplanes in an infinite 
dimensional space, which can be used for classification. Naturally, a good separation is achieved by the hyperplane 
that has the largest distance to the nearest training data point of any class. Larger the margin, lower would 
the generalization error of the classifier be. 
3.2.2. Naïve Bayes:  
The maximum accuracy was achieved by Yu, Hong and Vasileios Hatzivassiloglou10 by using Naive Bayes, a 
commonly used supervised machine-learning algorithm.This approach presupposes the availability of at least a 
collection of articles with pre-assigned opinion and fact labels at the document level. They used single words, without 
stemming or stopword removal as features. Naive Bayes assigns a document d to the class c, that maximizes P(c|d) 
by applying Bayes’ rule, 
 
                                                          
P(c / d)= P(c)P(d / c)
P(d)                                                                          (1) 
4. Proposed system 
In sentiment analysis polarity of many words is domain and context specific. For example the word “long” is 
considered positive in “long battery life”, however negative in “long shutter lag”. Excluding such expressions may 
lead to poor coverage while tagging them with overall polarity tendency may lead to poor precision. J. Fang and B. 
Chen11 showed that identifying domain specific lexicons lead to significant improvement. For each sentence in the 
review we would try to identify the aspect of the product discussed and then the associated sentiment. 
As it is critical to know the domain about which the lexicon talks, we would aim to build domain specific lexicons 
indicating a specific domain and indicating different sentiments associated with that domain. For example, for domain 
“camera picture quality” we would have 2 lists. One list includes words and phrases such as ‘picture, image, photo, 
clarity etc’ i.e. good indicators that the topic under discussion is “picture quality” and another list consisting of words 
and phrases that indicate positive/ negative sentiment about the picture quality such as ‘sharp, clear’ being positive 
while ‘blurry’ being negative. 
Domain specific sentiment lexicons can be built from scratch using a combination of corpus filtering, web searching 
using linguistic pattern and dictionary expansion technique. The list consisting of aspects of the product may even be 
initialized manually and then only expanded using web searching and dictionaries. The method we followed is 
described in detail below: 
The training corpus used is such that each review is annotated with an aspect as well as associated sentiment. We 
use LibSVM12, a library for SVM classification for both the steps. Since the analysis is to be performed in two parts: 
aspect identification and sentiment identification, we require a model for aspect classification and a model per aspect 
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for polarity classification. So if there are n aspects, there will be 1 model with n output classes and n models with 2 
output classes (positive and negative). 
For creating the aspect classification model, the features used are all the lexicons in all the reviews after 
preprocessing. This process is shown in Figure 1(a). Preprocessing tokenizes the lexicons, prepends not before first 
coming adjective or verb, removes stopwords and stems each lexicon. Out of these features, features with overall 
frequency less than 4 or greater than 30 and appearing in reviews for more than 1 aspect are removed. Our reasoning 
being that the lexicons with frequency greater than 30 were too common (like ‘phone’ for mobile domain) and those 
with frequency less than 4 were too distinctive to appear in many reviews. They would only increase the feature length 
and not help significantly. 
For creating the models for polarity classification all the lexicons appearing in the reviews for that aspect after 
preprocessing (same as above) are selected. This is as shown in Figure 1(b). 
Once a model for aspect classification, and a model each for polarity classification are created, we can accept the 
user review. The user review may consist of many sub sentences and sentences, each talking about different aspects. 
The input is broken around ‘,’, ‘;’ and ‘.’. Each sub sentence goes through aspect identification using first model. If 
adjoining sub sentences talk about same aspect they are combined together. Each part then goes through polarity 
identification. 
The final score for the review is calculated from polarity of each aspect, number of training instances for that aspect 
and the total number of training instances. We can intuitively say that a particular aspect matters more for the users if 
many instances in training data talk about that aspect. Thus we multiply the polarity by number of instances of that 
aspect to calculate final score. If more than 1 part of review talks about an aspect the polarity for that aspect is simple 
summation of values (possible values for polarity being 1 and -1). 
5. Experimental setup and observations 
We had a training corpus of 1940 reviews manually annotated with the aspect and polarity of the review. A feature 
list for aspect identification consisted of all the lexicons after preprocessing and removing those that appeared in 
reviews for more than one aspect and outside frequency range 4-30. This feature list was used to create the model for 
aspect classification. 
We performed the analysis of mobile domain. We identified 12 different aspects for the mobile domain. For each 
aspect few static lexicons were selected, such as ‘os’ for aspect ‘operating system’. These static lexicons were added 
to the feature list for aspect classification. This resulted in a significant increase in accuracy. For each aspect a model 
for polarity classification was created. For these models the feature list consisted of all the lexicons that appeared for 
that aspect after preprocessing. 
We achieved maximum accuracy by using the linear kernel for all the classifications. The accuracy achieved was 
78.05%: testing was done using 41 reviews. For comparison, the accuracies with different kernels were as given in 
tables 1 and 2. 
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The prepending ‘not’ step in preprocessing led to an increase in accuracy of 2.44% when tested using 41 reviews. 
The increase was observed because of a reviews containing “doesn’t”. The tokenizing step converts it to “does n’t” 
and the “n’t” is prepended to next coming verb or adjective. 
And the removing stopwords step in preprocessing lead to accuracy increase of 4.89%. On the other hand stemming 
increases accuracy by 12.2%. All of these accuracy increases are tested using linear kernel. 
The linear kernel option (kernel option is represented as ‘t’ in LibSVM) is used twice. Firstly when training for 











































Fig. 1. (a) Model for aspect classification; (b) Model per aspect for polarity classification 
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training data instances linear kernel seems to be the correct choice. Accuracy for aspect classification thus depends on 
single ‘t’ value while the accuracy for polarity identification depends on values of 2 ‘t’s. There are 4 possible kernel 
values that can be used, t=0/1/2/3. 
Table 1 shows the accuracy for aspect classification and Table 2 shows the results for polarity identification. 
Representing first kernel option as t1 and second as t2. 




Table 2. Accuracies for polarity classification 
 t1=0 t1=1 t1=2 t1=3 
t2=0 78.05% 65.85% 73.17% 70.73% 
t2=1 65.85% 46.34% 46.34% 46.345% 
t2=2 65.85% 46.34% 46.34% 46.34% 
t2=3 63.4% 46.34% 46.34% 46.34% 
 
6. Conclusion and future scope 
We implemented a set of techniques for aspect classification and polarity identification of product review using 
machine learning (SVM) combined with domain specific lexicons. Our experimental results indicate that the proposed 
techniques have achieved about 78% accuracy and are very promising in performing their tasks. 
We believe that further making use of larger dataset of customer reviews available on the Internet will increase the 
scope and usability of this application. 
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